


YUME SHAMPOO – Taking comfort to a whole new level 

and surpassing all prior experience at the basin. A new 

style of shampoo is born for the forward thinking salon.

C o c o o n e d  i n  c o m f o r t







The customer reclines to the shampoo position smoothly. 

As the backrest lowers it mimics the natural motion of a 

person reclining. With an initial seat height of 480mm the 

elderly or infirm can use the YUME with ease and 

comfort. The graceful curves of the chair mean that each 

customer is cocooned in luxury and comfort.

The comfort of both the customer and stylist were 

taken into consideration when designing the YUME 

SHAMPOO. If a longer treatment such as a complete 

head spa is requested the customer takes advantage 

of the neck support and the soft seat and the stylist 

is able to use a stool to which helps maintain a 

comfortable position.

This unique design enables the stylist to use the basin 

as either a back or side wash and also from a seated or 

standing position which means that any type of 

shampoo or treatment can be offered.

With a seat height ranging from 480 to 830 mm this 

piece of revolutionary equipment is perfect for any 

stylist no matter their height.





Perfect for long treatments

Neck cushion

Head cushion

Maximum comfort is achieved by the newly developed neck 

support. Two individual supports, together with the neck cushion 

mean that the head is supported in 3 different areas creating the 

perfect balance. This minimises the strain on the neck even if your 

customer needs to stay at the basin for longer periods of time.
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Firstly the neck support rotates on the axis   . Then the cushion 

rotates on axis     in balance with the shape of the head. This 

2-axis design adjusts to the contours of the head and helps 

every customer maintain ultimate comfort.

Function of the neck support

Initial Position In Use

[Side view of the neck support]

The pressure is equally balanced.

Neck strain is 

dramatically reduced.

YUME

MAJOLICA

Additional strain on the back.

There is increased 

strain on the neck.

[Comparison of the pressure distribution 
 between the YUME and MAJOLICA]
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All-direction Bowl
The design of the all-direction bowl and the 

layout of the tap and showerhead make it 

possible to shampoo from any position 

including seated and from the rear or side of 

the basin itself.

Spacious Bowl and Unique Showerhead
The size of the shampoo bowl has been 

designed to enable the easy application of 

treatment. The volume of water supplied 

means that rinsing can be powerful and 

efficient and with a contoured shape and 

graduated design and splash back will be 

Thermostat
For ease and efficiency there is a tap 

located on both the left and right hand side 

of the basin. The right hand tap adjusts the 

temperature of the water and the left the 

water flow.

Stool
The stool has been newly designed 

to allow the best possible working 

conditions for the operator. 

Whilst the stool is in a fixed position 

its flexibility means that the seat 

moves with your body to allow you 

to continue working without moving 

its location. The height can also be 

adjusted for the most comfortable 

working position.

Foot Control
The four way foot control switch enable the 

operator to change the height and recline of 

the chair. The switch also features a preset 

memory, which you are able to programme as 

well as an auto return function. This feature 

means that even if your hands are busy at the 

basin you can change any aspect of the chair 

without disturbing your customer.

Upholstery
The upholstery is finished with double stitching, 

which not only provides superb high quality but 

also a tactile smooth finish resulting in ultimate 

comfort for the customer.

*OPTION *Above images of the 

stool base differ from 

the actual product.
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Ahead of the times
The relaxation of the future

No longer do the best salons just offer shampoos and haircuts.

Deepened and diversified relaxation menus are de rigueur.

Salons who provide the more sophisticated “Head Spa” will offer their customers

 complete beauty and respite.

YUME DX is made to realize these ideals in your salon.
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